Abstract
Introduction
One of the main functions of an ACC (Active Cruise Control) system with Stop&Go function used in vehicles [1] [2] [3] is the longitudinal control. Its aim is to maintain a safety clearance relative to the preceding vehicles or to stop the vehicle if an obstacle obstructs the vehicle's path. Most of the commercially available ACC systems are based on well established and relatively chip radar sensors technology but are usable only in limited scenarios (straight roads and a minimal speed limit) [4] [5] . Urban ACC systems have to face more complex situations (difficult and atypical road geometries, crowded traffic, presence of pedestrians and other type of traffic participants which are not normally found on the highways or country roads). In such situations the use of vision sensors is compulsory.
Dense-stereo vision sensors [6] , [7] have been proved to be the most reliable ones in such scenarios and are able to detect and track clothoid and nonclothoid lanes, drivable areas in the absence of lane markings, cars, pedestrians and other types of obstacles [8] .
Due to the configuration of the binocular stereo vision systems (horizontal displacement of the cameras), horizontal features are hard to reconstruct (due to matching ambiguities [9] ). Therefore, objects containing only horizontal features/edges have sparse and mainly erroneous 3D information associated and cannot be detected in the classical way (by grouping of 3D points [9] , [10] ). This is one of the reasons while this topic of research is missing completely from the literature.
The proposed solution for detecting horizontal structures is to combine the detection in the 2D image followed by 3D validation/classification. The 2D detection is based on a Hough based approach which is used to detect only horizontal lines from the edge map of a grayscale image. The detected horizontal lines are further used as candidates for barriers' detection. These horizontal structures can belong to different classes of objects, as barriers (horizontal structures placed above the road), road features (transversal road markings or curbs etc), or other unclassifiable horizontal structures. Therefore, a series of validations steps based on primary dense 3D data and higher level processing outputs as road surface parameters provided by a lane detection module [11] and 3D obstacles provided by an object detection module [10] ) are performed in order to eliminate the false positives. The detected barrier objects are reported as 3D cuboids which are further tracked along with other objects/obstacles detected through a 3D points grouping method integrated in a multi-function application for vision based driving assistance.
The system was tested to detect various barriers-like structures as toll check-points, parking entrances, railway cross points etc. providing real time detection capabilities.
Problem statement
Most of the barriers' booms exhibit few 3D reconstructed points even using a dense stereo vision engine (with the two cameras displaced horizontally). This can be explained by the impossibility to correlate long horizontal edge segments which appear at the boom-background frontier (Figure 1.a) . Even if the boom's surface has some artifacts which can be correlated (Figure 1.b) , the 3D points are so sparse that are ignored by a grouping algorithm [8] which groups 3D points in objects on density and vicinity criteria. The proposed solution uses a hybrid approach. First it detects the horizontal structures in 2D (using horizontal edges and lines detection through the Hough transform). The horizontal line segments detected in 2D will be used as search regions for 3D points. Even if these 3D points are very sparse, they can offer enough information for discriminating barrier like structures. The main steps of the barriers detection algorithm along with supplementary validation criteria are described in the next chapter
The barriers' detection algorithm
The flow-chart of the proposed barriers detection algorithm is sketched in Figure 8 and detailed bellow:
The first step (1) is to limit the search region to a 3D-ROI (Region Of Interest) in the front of the ego car in which a barrier could be found and detected. Experimental values used are: Width 2.0 3.5 m, Height 0.7 1.3 m, Depth 1.0 15 m. The values are configurable and the limits depend on the stereo system's parameters (lens focal length, horizontal field of view, image resolution, baseline length, maximum disparity). The 3D-ROI is projected on the left image to obtain a 2D-ROI used for searching the horizontal structures in the image (Figure 2 ).
The second step (2) consists in a trivial horizontal edges detection method [12] . It will detect mainly the edges from the barriers' boom horizontal frontiers ( Figure 2 ).
The third step (3) consists in the detection of horizontal line segments (HLS) using the Hough transform [13] . The Hough space is limited to angles around the horizontal (90 deg.) and points inside the 2D-ROI. The output of the Hough transform is a set of quasi-horizontal line segments having the following parametric equation:
where:
is the distance from the image coordinate system's origin to the line segment and is the angle between the current line segment and the horizontal (x) image axis ( Figure 2 ). Depending on the number of edge points and Hough transform settings (angular resolution, and radial resolution, ) it is possible to have more line segments for one horizontal structure. Therefore an optional step (3.2) can be applied to group HLS upon their 2D vicinity: two or more lines are merged together if pixels] and deg]. Performing this step can reduce the processing time by providing less HLS but with the drawback of reducing the accuracy of detected 3D coordinates of the HLS. If the 3D point i "belongs" to a horizontal line segment the "class-counters" of the two classes (barrier -BLS or road -RLS) are incremented depending on its 3D coordinates. Finally, if the class-counters are above a specific threshold the line segments are given to the specific class.
For every classified HLS, its average height (Y AVG ) and depth (Z AVG ) are computed (through their associated 3D points). The height is computed relative to the road surface at the computed depth. As a supplementary validation, the standard deviation ( Z ) of the depths of the containing 3D points is computed. If Z is bigger than a specified ratio from Z AVG , the line segment is rejected (due to erroneous 3D points or different overlapped horizontal structures which are not belonging to a single object). For each BLS-cluster a horizontal, un-oriented, 3D object structure is created (6-th sep). The size and limits of the barrier objects have to fulfill some constraints in order to be trackable (by the objects tracking module [15] ): to have a back-face size similar to the one of a car (w x h = 2 x 1.5 m) and to be a nonfloating objects. Therefore the following dimensions were considered: width 2 m, |Y min | 0 m, |Y max | 1.3 m Finally (7-th step), the barrier objects are inserted in the coarse objects list (detected by the grouping module [10] ), if there is no overlapping (in the XOZ view) with an existing object. The objects from the coarse objects list are further feed to the tracking module [15] (Figure 11 ). The non-overlapping condition from the last step was introduced to cope with situations where 3D points assigned to the detected HLS do not belong to a barrier but to some 3D coarse objects ( Figure 9 ). As a The solution proposed to solve this problem was to restrict the insertion of the candidate barrier objects into the coarse objects list if the barrier object overlaps (in a certain top-view area percentage) an existing coarse object (Figure 10 ). If more coarse barrier objects are detected at consecutive near depths (due to 3D reconstruction errors or noisy 3D points or very relaxed barrier lines clustering conditions), only the nearest coarse barrier object is retained.
The integration of the barrier detection module
The integration of the barrier detection module in a stereo-vision based application for driving assistance systems [8] is presented in the flowchart from Figure  11 . The input dependences of the barriers' detection module are the list of 3D reconstructed points, the vertical profile of the road (if detected by the lane detection module) and the horizontal profile of the current lane's center (if available). The output of the barrier detection module is a list of detected barrier objects which are appended to the coarse objects' list. The updated coarse object's list is further feed to the tracking module. 
Results
Accuracy of the average depth and height of the detected barrier objects was assessed by comparison with the average coordinates of the individual 3D points from the barrier's surface (Figure 12 ). For example, in the scenario presented in Figure 5 , the ground truth established from the 3D coordinates of the contained points was 8m for the depth. The measured depths of the detected barriers using the two types of 3D search regions are given in the table bellow: Table 1 For barriers with no artifacts (few vertical edges / no visible texture) the maximum limit is reduced up to 6 m for ( fig. 13.c) . In the last case, the accuracy of the detected depth is lower due to the fact that the 3D information in the barrier's boom region is ambiguous.
Regarding the detection error rates, the true positive rate (TPR) was evaluated for a set of 8 different barrier scenarios, in a depth range from 0.7 .. 12 m ( Table 2) . Two cases were considered:
1. with applying the optional step (3.2 -figure 8): TPR 1 2. without applying the optional step (3.2 -figure 8): TPR 2 As expected the TPR decreases with the depth, the most reliable detection being encountered in the close range (0.7 … 4 m). The average true positive rate was slightly better for the second case (TPR 2 ). Regarding the false positive detection rate (FPR), the same 2 cases were considered for 3 different test scenarios (no barriers) with a total number of 670 images ( Table 3 ). The false positive rate was slightly better for the first case (FPR 1 ). Processing time depends on the number of horizontal edges detected in the 2D-ROI. In a scenario with no horizontal structures in the ROI the processing time is bellow 1 ms on an Intel E6750 processor. As the number of horizontal features increases, the processing time can increase up to 3..4 ms. In a normal scenario with a true positive (detected barrier) the average processing time is about 2 ms.
Conclusions
In this paper a barrier detection method was presented. The proposed method is able to detect horizontal structures (as barriers) which cannot be detected through the classical way as objects (stereo reconstruction and 3D points grouping). Therefore the barrier detection topic was not approached yet in the literature.
The proposed method uses a hybrid approach: first detects the barriers in 2D and then infers the associated 3D information from dense stereo vision. The implementation of the method has real capabilities: the average processing overload of the method is around 2 ms, depending on the scene complexity (number of horizontal edges), size of the 2D search space, number of horizontal lines detected through the Hough transform etc.
Many tests were performed to optimize the algorithms and to tune the parameters in order to minimize the false negatives and the false positives occurrences. The reported barriers are represented as common 3D objects bounded by a cuboid. Due to processing time constraints the orientation of the box was not computed.
The proposed method can be improved in order to extend the detection range and the robustness of the detection by:
-Using a drivable tunnel derived from the car dynamics and 3D elevations map [8] as search region in the 3D validation step in cases when the current lane information is not available.
-Performing the 2D detection and 3D validation on multi resolution images to increase the detection range (in the performed experiments images acquired by 1.3 MP cameras were down-sampled in order to meet the stereo-engine requirements [8] ). -Compensating the lack of 3D points in the case of barriers with no vertical features or texture by performing a software contour based correlation/reconstruction [16] .
-Performing a 3D analysis of the barrier points in order to report an oriented box in the output objects list.
